
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best practice guide for integrating 
community and content strategies 
By Charlotte Clark 

 

Successful modern publications are proof that the deeper 
the connection between content and community 
strategies the more positive the effect on the brand.  
 
In this guide I explain how a combined strategy can have a 
positive effect at every stage of content production and 
reveal my top tips to creating a successful community of 
your own.  

 

Charlotte Clark is the Social Media Manager for Towergate Insurance.  
She also runs her own online marketing blog. 
 
You can ask her questions about this guide on Twitter  
@charlotteclark or by email charlotteelizabethclark@gmail.com 
 



 

 

Introduction
Publishing agendas 

The role of the publishing houses has always been part 

creative and part sales-man. They will always rely on 

consumers to survive but the creative process itself is rapidly 

changing.  

Before online journalism boomed in the mid-noughties, 

content was created without much regard for audience. A 

publication’s manifesto was pre-defined and static. The 

audience voted with its wallets, either subscribing to that set 

of ideals or buying into those of someone else. Today in an 

era of personalized digital content it’s easy to forget that ten 

years ago there was so little flexibility in what we could read.  

People can now read content (of varying quality) for free 

online, which has led some higher-quality publications to 

seek commercial success through pay-walls. Where a reader’s 

needs aren’t being satisfied by a branded publication, social 

networks have been able to bring like-minded individuals 

together and allowed them to discuss the issues that concern 

them in a trusted environment.  

Pre-internet publications wrote the agenda for readers to 

follow and now the process is much more democratic and the 

roles have been reversed.   

 

Audience Profiling 

Audience profiles are often created by putting together 

information from customer surveys after they’ve purchased a 

product. This method can give you some more factual 

information (name and address for example) but the artificial 

environment created by this type of profiling means that we 

could never  get a true understanding of the audience’s 

natural responses to the product.  

Profilers also use more modern techniques like filming people 

at the point of sales, conducting lengthy interviews or using 

eye-tracking software in order to gain a better understanding 

of consumer behavior. In spite of these technological 

advancements, one of the best ways to find out who makes 

up part of your audience and what they think of your 

publication is by listening to what they’re telling you. This is 

where social media monitoring can play a big part.  

Community management 

What is a community?  

The dictionary defines the word ‘community’ as  

“the holding of attitudes or interests in common”   

The community surrounding a publication includes everyone 

who interacts with it in some way whether online or offline. 

There’s also a wider community of people who are interested 

in the publication’s ideals but haven’t made a purchase for 

some reason (location, money, lack of awareness), this is the 

potential audience that the publication could reach.  

The job of listening to, analysing and updating this 

community falls to a publication’s Community Manager. This 

is a role that’s sometimes combined with Social Media 

Manager or Site Editor but on a larger publication it can be a 

full-time roll. This individual works closely with other parts of 

the web team to reach as many people as possible in order to 

increase brand engagement and also to help promote sales.  

The first task of a Community Manager is to maintain and 

support the community on the publication’s official channels. 

This may include Facebook pages, Twitter profiles or blogs, 

but a community won’t always just sit on an official channel. 

Communities may be found on a pre-existing forum, on a 

different brands page or even commenting on a different 

blog. 

Their second part of their job is to create a seeding plan to 

place the publications content around the web where the 

community may congregate. In order to have the greatest 

effect they will also need to work closely with web Editors 

and writers in order to support the content strategy at all 

stages of the process.   



 

 

Part one
Content and community strategies 

The process of content production is probably one you’re familiar with, it looks roughly like this: 

1. Ideas and Research > 2. Planning > 3. Pitching > 4. Drafting > 5. Publishing > 6. Promoting > 7. Feedback 

A good community strategy will take advantage of each part of this content process. Below I have 

gone into more depth about how you can integrate these strategies along the way.  

 

1. Ideas and research  

Creating an article concept is a difficult process, but this is the first place a good community strategy 
can assist a writer or editorial team.  
 
Every piece of content starts with a brief, whether you’ve been given one or create one for yourself. 

The brief will conjure up some initial images and ideas but it’s unlikely that you will have a fully-

formed idea at this early stage. You may already know the publication you’re writing for but if not 

below are seven tips to help you find out more: 

 
Researching an unfamiliar publication 
 

Creating quality content for an online publication can be more involved than writing for offline 
because there’s such a wealth of information available. But there are steps that should be taken to 
discover more about the community which surrounds any publication. 
 

1. Buy, download or view your own copy Look for clues in the material, do they interview 

readers, refer to them in the copy or have a reader’s letters section? Also look at competitions and 

advertising to get an idea of their target audience. Read as many issues as you can. 

2. Find a media pack Any publication which advertises should have a media pack which details who 

they understand their readership to be. If it’s not on their website, give them a ring. 

3. Look for them in industry journals or blogs Their staff may have discussed the content or 

strategy online.   

4. Search the web Look up the title in Google and view their official web presences, then look at 

unofficial mentions on forums, groups or social networks. 

5. Ask your own community See if anyone you already know has read this publication and can offer 

their insights. 

6. Consider competitors Look at what other people in the same sector are doing. 

7. Set up email alerts Use a tool like Google Alerts to keep a track of updates.  

Types of content  
 Videos 

 Infographics  

 Map 

 Timelines  

 Slideshow 

 Apps 

 Features 

 News pieces  

 Guides 

 Pdfs or e-books  

 Podcasts  

 Profile updates 

 



 

 

This research will help you better understand the community surrounding the publication. Make notes 

about which channels they use, events they attend and who they are. The next phase is to use the 

community to find or cultivate an idea.  

 

Finding an idea 

Your research will have led you to the publication’s community and this is a fantastic source of ideas 

on what to write. If you have a set title or topic look for it being mentioned, if not then look to see 

what ideas are trending. Ask questions on forums and in groups where you need to and poll people for 

their opinions.  You could even attend some real-life community events and talk to people face-to-

face. If you’re writing for an online publication a good tip is to use Google AdWords tool to see what 

people are searching for most often, this also helps you see what will work from an SEO perspective.  

Remember that each piece of content must add value to a brand! 

 

2. Planning 

Once your research has led to a number of ideas it’s time to create rough plans and decide which you 

feel will work best. It’s now when you begin to use your own community more. Your community 

probably consists of other like-minded individuals, so fellow journalists, writers, people interested in 

your niche topics and friends. Never be afraid to ask for their help or opinions, it helps your story 

develop and better engages them.  

Ask online if anyone has experience in the particular area you’ve been researching (If you regularly 

update Twitter it can be a really good tool for this), they may be able to offer some insight into your 

plan. Put on hold any ideas that aren’t timely, those that will require more research than you have 

time for, any that have little factual evidence behind them and if you’ve not already been able to 

answer the questions of the seven serving men easily then lose it.  

It’s rare that a piece of content is completely new and it’s important to keep in mind that most things 

have been done before (it’s rare that you’ll be asked to create something entirely from scratch). It’s 

okay to use what’s already out there as a starting point (No, this doesn’t mean copy an article and 

hand it in as your own work). You take what other people have done as inspiration, then you note 

what could be done better, how it can be improved, how it can be twisted to suit your community, 

what should be added and taken away, and then you put the original pieces to the side and create 

your plan. However, don’t get too attached to it, you need to sell the concept first.  

 

3. Pitching 

Presenting your idea for approval is a very important part of the process. The evidence you’ve 

gathered through your research will help to sell your ideas to those who need to approve it.  

As well having an idea of structure and story it’s also important to mention why this piece of work will 

benefit readers. You should also add in your ideas for promoting the content after it has been 

published (see more below).  

Always have several ideas ready to present and take these along to the pitch for backup. If your plan is 

rejected ask why.  

It's Not About 
"Engagement": Using 
Social Media to Make 
Ideas Happen 
(The99Percent.com) 
http://ht.ly/70VC7 



 

 

UK Riots August 2011

BBC news ticker update

News reports

Rolling news coverage

Features and analysis

Maps and timeline

Expert views

4. Drafting 

By outsiders writing is often seen as a solitary activity where peace and quiet allow the writer to focus 

and be more creative. At times it can be helpful to shut out the world but at times writing within a 

community, or crowd-sourcing ideas, can prove more beneficial than solitary confinement.  

Case Study: Zen Habits and Google+ 

 Popular lifestyle blog Zen Habits is supported by a well-developed community 

of web users from around the globe. The content is well written, appropriate in 

length and offers invaluable advice to the community. This makes it highly 

shareable.  

From the success of this blog its writer Leo Babauta has become a successful 

eBook writer and is regularly called upon to guest post on other blogs.  

Also an early adopter of new technologies, Babauta has created a new point of contact for his 
community by joining new social network Google+. Rather than just posting updates about old content 
he’s been using the platform and his community to crowd-source content. Not only can they give 
feedback, they can also add to brand new articles and even eBooks as he’s writing them.  
 
His latest eBook, The Effortless Life (due out this week) was written publicly on a Google Document with 

users allowed to edit his work as he wrote (http://zenhabits.net/glide/). He did admit a later post that 

he found relinquishing control over his product difficult but his ultimate decision was to keep the public 

revisions in.  

Leo’s work is written under a Creative Commons license which means everyone can use it, this is a great 

way to increase your audience size. 

Even if you don’t want to write the whole piece publicly it can be worth asking your community their 

opinions during early drafts. They may be able to help with obstacles you may come up against, 

updating them helps to develop your relationship and it may encourage them to read the final piece 

once published.  

 

5. Publishing 

Once you’ve published the content its success will largely depend on the community. Content never 

goes viral through one person’s efforts alone, it takes a whole community to share, ‘like’ and comment 

on it.  If the community responds favorably then it’s more likely that Editors will want to take the 

concept and create a content campaign using different kinds of media and methods of reporting to 

explore the original story.  

Case study: BBC News 

An article on the BBC news site may start off as a one line bulletin on their 

news ticker; then be turned into a 250 word news item; from there a 

reporter may add a video piece; the video turns into a feature; the feature 

into lifestyle piece and so forth. The concept is constantly recycled until 

the story has fallen out of popularity and a new piece takes precedence.  

A fantastic example of a campaign in action is the coverage during the 

London riots, the content from which I’ve described to the right 

(http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-14452097) 

Google+ combines 

Facebook’s longer posting style 
with Twitter’s ability to connect 
you to new people. The circle 
contact system allows you to 
compartmentalize your online 
profile. It’s a social network 
which works with the current 
best practice thinking of social 
media professionals. It allows 
you to be share quality links and 
add your own context, follow 
people who interest you and 
direct your updates to the 
relevant people.  

 



 

 

 

The BBC case-study looked at an online news story but even with feature publishing things can change. 

A community member may leave a comment (or write a letter) suggesting a piece of research is 

inaccurate. The writer or Community Manager can then add a note to the piece or may even choose to 

edit the original. It might lead to a new piece being written exploring the experiences of that 

community member.  

 

6. Promoting 

Promotion is one of the most important stages of a content strategy. Without showing 

people where to go, how are they expected to find it? 

Promotion requires collaboration between team members. In order to promote the brand or increase 

sales it may be necessary to promote the content elsewhere. Different members of a web team have a 

part to play.  

PR department 

A piece of content that a publication has invested heavily in may fit into a press campaign with a 
release being  created and published on a site like Marketwire or Response Source with the hope that 
other publications will help publicize the story.  

Social Media Managers  

A good Social Media Manager will have a good understanding of the community and a plan for seeding 

the content on the web through networks, on blogs, through groups, forums and from branded 

profiles.  

There are lots of places to promote content, firstly where you community hangs out, then places 

where similar people spend time. Data collected from the publications online presences via tools like 

Google Analytics and Facebook Insights, (among others) will often reveal where to go.   

Email and direct marketers 

There may be a separate department that deals with emailing newsletter and customer lists. Because 

it really targets the correct community this is usually one of the best sources of clicks. 

A piece of content might also create an opportunity to create a real-life event that community 

members can join in with. It also might be a chance to hold a competition, collaborate with another 

site or start a new online group.   

Direct marketing like mail drops may include sending out free articles to homes as a sample. In the 

internet age this kind of offline marketing can be over-looked.  

 

7. Feedback 

When I first started working in social media there was one occasion where certain 

community members called for the Editor of the site to be sacked because of a particular 

article they had published. This created a rather heated discussion in the article comments. 

Where to  

        promote content 
 Personal/official profiles 

 Facebook pages 

 LinkedIn groups 

 @s on Twitter 

 Forums 

 Social bookmarking sites 

 Quora/ Y! Answers 

 Tumblr 

 Weheartit.com 

 PR sites 

 Email campaigns 

 Google+ 

 Flickr (image sharing) 

 YouTube (video sharing) 

 Real-world events 

 

500 places to syndicate 
your content 
(Buzz Blogger)  

http://ht.ly/7139m 

20+ Free Press Release 
Distribution Sites  
(Mashable)  

http://ht.ly/71388 



 

 

By producing content you create a discourse with the community, this can be frightening for 

brands that need to consider guidelines and reputation. Giving the community more power 

to discuss content means you have to listen to them or face their wrath. In this case the 

solution was simply to re-think the content strategy slightly rather than punish the writer but 

even that small change shows how much power a community can have.  

Ask the publication’s community members for feedback on your content; this keeps them 

engaging with the publication. Ask your own community for feedback on your writing style. 

As well as through comments you’ll also get feedback in data form. If a website gets an 

increased number of views or a magazine gets an increased number of buyers that’s proof 

that your content and community strategies worked. If the results don’t meet expectations 

then it’s time to reassess and work out why this is the case.  

All of these insights can be fed back into the system and restart the process for the next 

piece of work. This whole process is circular with the team needing to adapt regularly. 



 

 

Part two
 

17 tips for building a successful community 

Part of my role as Social Media Manager includes building a community for my company. The 

channel you use will vary depending on the publication’s area of expertise. Look at using 

Twitter, Facebook, an on-site forum or a blog. Growing a community isn’t an easy task so I 

wanted to share my top tips to help you get started: 

1. Always keep in mind the aims of the brand or publication you work for 

2. Find out who your community are (see my earlier notes) 

3. Choose or create an appropriate channel on which to build your community  

4. Share only what’s useful, interesting and shareable for your specific community 

5. Update regularly but not constantly 

6. Share other people’s content 

7. Consider the quality of the content source 

8. Engage people about their interests 

9. Ask for opinions and advice  

10. Record what works best, what doesn’t work and who does or doesn’t engage 

11. Comment on other people’s content 

12. Help the community to use the tools 

13. Engage out of office hours 

14. Help them as individuals 

15. Show them how to use the tools and channel 

16. Offer something extra (freebies etc.) 

17. Consider the offline community and create real-world events 

 

 
 
Resources and further reading 
 
My blog (currently undergoing re-branding) 
Building a community PDF http://bit.ly/pl5L5G 
Why big-headed hacks can’t create communities http://bit.ly/ep7fAY 
Freelancers from a website editor’s perspective http://bit.ly/pHXS0L 

 

Other great articles from the web 
The elements of online strategy eBook http://ht.ly/70ZTD (by Erin Kissane) 
Five steps to great community engagement http://ht.ly/71097 (via Econsultancy) 
10 community strategy lessons http://ht.ly/714ew (via Online Journalism blog) 
Teaching community based journalism http://ht.ly/714gG (via Online Journalism blog)  
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